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MAKING AN “ULTRA LOW BUDGET” FILM WITH PROFESSIONAL TALENT 
 

Most film makers just getting their start have very small budgets.  But does that mean your 
only option is amateur talent?  Before you call that old acquaintance from high school drama club 
who you heard is doing community theater, wait.  Did you know that you can hire a professional 
union actor for $125 day?  The Screen Actors Guild-American Federation of  Television and Radio 
Artists (SAG-AFTRA) has a special contract for “ultra low budget” films.  In fact, SAG-AFTRA has 
a number of  different talent contracts tiered to meet the needs of  budding independent film 
producers.  In addition to the “Ultra Low Budget” (ULB) contract, there is a “Low Budget” and 
“Modified Low Budget” contract as well.  In this article, I’ll review the key provisions of  the “Ultra 
Low Budget” SAG-AFTRA contract. 

 
 To use the ULB contract a project must be independently conceived and financed, live 
action, produced in the United States, and intended for theatrical release.  Productions intended for 
television broadcast, cable, video/DVD are not allowed to use the ULB contract.  Animated films 
and music videos also do not qualify for the ULB contract. 
 
 To qualify for the ULB contract, the total budget for the film must not exceed $250,000 
(excluding deferred or back end payments).  In no event may a total budget (including deferrals) 
exceed $625,000.  To use the ULB contract, a producer must submit a complete budget, shooting 
schedule, and shooting script prior to the commencement of  principal photography.  Within one 
month after completion of  principal photography, the producer must submit a detailed report of  
actual expenditures.  If  the actual budget exceeds ULB dollar thresholds, the producer will be 
obligated to pay the rates under the applicable higher tiered contract (i.e. the “Low Budget” or 
“Modified Low Budget” contract). 
 
 For productions that qualify, the minimum rate for employing a professional performer is 
$125 per day.  This rate applies to all professional performers except for stunt coordinators.  In 
addition, the producer must make a contribution to the SAG Pension and Health Plan (the current 
rate is 17.3% of  the total compensation paid to all performers under the contract).  Strict work day, 
meal break, rest period, travel, and overtime restrictions also apply, the violation of  which will result 
in more compensation obligation to the talent. 
 
 There are no residuals due under the ULB as long as the film is only released theatrically.  If  
the scope of  distribution extends beyond theatrical, residuals will be due to the talent as specified in 
the SAG-AFTRA Basic Agreement.  The Basic Agreement is the master existing collective 
bargaining agreement for SAG-AFTRA that contains generally applicable terms and conditions for 
hiring SAG-AFTRA members. Credit must also be provided to SAG-AFTRA as follows, “Special 
Thanks to SAG-AFTRA.” 
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ULB producers must keep accurate personnel records such as time sheets and employment 
contracts, and the producer is responsible for all payroll taxes, including federal and state 
withholding, social security, disability insurance, and unemployment insurance. 
 
For producers just getting their start, the ULB contract provides an opportunity to hire professional 
talent at a very low price.  Keep in mind, the rates in the ULB are minimum charges.  Actors and 
producers are free to negotiate performance rates higher than the minimum union scale. 
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